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 In Ethics: Subjectivity and Truth (1998), Michel Foucault states that before a person can reach a spiritual 
transformation, they should seek the very truth that will leave one transformed, a phenomenon he describes as 
“techniques of the self.” Additional theorists and philosophers, such as Emma Pérez, Judith Butler, Ramón 
Grosfoguel, Nelson Maldonado-Torres and José David Saldívar, explore the relationship of the self to “the other” in 
their theoretical texts. Through a careful analysis of decolonial and philosophical ideas about identity, I critically 
analyze the journey and eventual transformation that fictional character Micaela (also known as Lorenzo) 
undertakes in Emma Pérez’s novel Forgetting the Alamo, or, Blood Memory. Micaela struggles with the resilience 
of the “coloniality of power” in her everyday life as it leaves her angry, hateful and “uncivilized.” I address 
questions about barriers that make personal transformations difficult. Micaela’s retelling demonstrates that cycles of 
violence can stop if one begins with the self. In this manner, she repudiates the dominant power structures while 
transforming her soul. 
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 Emma Pérez’s groundbreaking novel Forgetting the Alamo, or, Blood Memory (2009) is 
more than just another literary adventure. The setting is nineteenth-century Texas. The 
protagonist is a lesbian cowgirl, Micaela Campos, a witness to racial violence after the 1836 
battles of the Alamo and San Jacinto. It is easy to read Micaela’s travels as a rite of passage. In 
fact, it is so much more. The conflicts that she faces put her in a position where she must resist 
easy oppositions of good versus evil, brown versus white. Through a myriad of crises and plot 
points in the novel, which she initially attributes to her Mexican-Anglo cousin who constantly 
assists and hinders her progress to self-discovery, she redefines a new portrayal of the American 
West. This portrayal is complicated, now populated by racially diverse peoples, who negotiate 
the collisions of culture and politics. Through her travels and romantic connection with a Black-
American Indian woman, Micaela realizes a fundamental truth about her life: there are no easy 
solutions to the injustices she experiences as the Texas Republic is founded.  
 From the first page of Pérez’s novel Forgetting the Alamo, or, Blood Memory, the author 
asks readers to suspend preconceived notions about truth, memory and understanding of the self. 
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In fact, Pérez attempts a historical transformation of the Alamo through Linda Hogan’s quote 
from The Woman Who Watches over the World: A Native Memoir (2001). The quote is an 
epigraph, a paratext at the threshold of the novel. The purpose of the epigraph is to set an 
important tone about transformation, a key theme in the novel: “After sleep, after amnesia, after 
inhabiting different worlds, I no longer know what truth there is in memory. I believe things I 
didn’t believe before. About what is outside us. About what is inside. It is a new geography, that 
of the forgetting body and mind, the remembering spirit, a new landscape” (Hogan qtd. in Pérez, 
Forgetting). As the text is a memoir, Hogan emphasizes that her understanding of the world, of 
truth and memory, is turned upside down. She travels through different worlds, inhabiting new 
spaces and interacting with new people, akin to third space feminism1. Hogan is no longer 
grounded in one history or one reality. Instead, she forgets the body and mind, aspects of oneself 
privileged by Western philosophical thinkers such as René Descartes,2 in lieu of remembering a 
spiritual world.  
 This forgetting and remembering, to transform the self into a new landscape, is one way the 
main character and protagonist Micaela, also known as Lorenzo, disrupts the cycles of violence 
caused by the battle at the Alamo. By telling her story, in an almost confessional tone to the 
unsuspecting reader, Micaela remembers history and her family differently as she questions her 
memory of the events which lead her to where she is at the end of the novel. Ultimately, it is 
through love and forgiveness that she transcends space and time. Only in this postmodern, third 
space feminist positionality can Micaela truly transform herself and the truth about her history. 
Memory and time shifts and fragments now that there is no “one truth” or a linear progression of 
her life events as Micaela, the narrator, constantly interjects and intercedes while the story 
progresses to add afterthoughts. Micaela learns that perpetuating the same violence that was 
enacted upon her family and her own body does not get her the justice she seeks. Giving an 
account of herself, seeking new knowledge, and simply telling her story will lead to the 
happiness, love and forgiveness that she seeks.  
 Micaela is a deeply flawed character torn apart by history and family. She feels betrayed by 
those she thought she could trust, namely her cousin Jedidiah Jones, and seeks revenge for the 
injustices acted upon her. Rove, the main antagonist and villain of the novel, represents an 
allegory for contemporary politics during George W. Bush’s presidency. Rove, who represents 
Karl Rove, is blamed as a major character in the deaths of the indigenous people during the 
battles of San Jacinto and the Alamo. He also raped Micaela. Yet, the woman she falls in love 
                                            
1 As exemplified through the research of Chicanx scholars such as Gloria Anzaldúa, Chela Sandoval and Emma 
Pérez, “third space” refers to the processes and ways of doing labor that rests on the continual need to find and 
redefine lived experiences. It revolves around the need to rediscover histories and to learn new practices of the self 
that produce liberatory forms of living in the borderlands. 
2 René Descartes is considered one of the leading philosophers on the notion of dualism, which holds that the mind 
is nonphysical and non-spatial. He identified the mind with consciousness and self-awareness that is notably 
separate from the physical aspect of one’s brain. Thus, the famous mind-body split—the mental aspects of one’s self 
can exist outside the body and determine one’s physical sense of self. Without the ever conscious “I,” there is no 
self. See Hatfield (2014). 
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with, Clara, a Black-American Indian woman tries to reason with Micaela that vigilante justice is 
not the solution: 
 
“Jed knows an ole boy named Rove. That’s what I’m after. He’s the one who started all 
this.” 
“Started what?”  
“The murders and massacres and all the goings-on that need to be stopped.” 
“You’re only doing what they do.” 
“This is different.” 
“You want to believe it is, but it’s not.” 
“What do you expect, Clara? Turn the other cheek? Is that it? Let that sonovabitch get 
away with what he did to me? He should rape me again and go free? Is that it?” (144) 
 
At the outset, Micaela is certain about her anger and who to blame. She knows and trusts her 
memory. She sees no similarities between her own vigilante justice and what was enacted upon 
her body: the rape. Perhaps it is easier for Micaela to believe what she knows, or thinks she 
knows, rather than listen to the questions that Clara asks. For Micaela, her emotions equate the 
truth—anger—and she goes on a rampage hurting other bodies, bruising and breaking them as 
hers is. Her hatred continually grows throughout the novel, only slightly dimmed by the numbing 
effects of alcohol. Micaela cannot see that she enacts the same cycles of violence and, rather than 
finding a way to break the routine in order to forgive, she keeps perpetuating the same myth 
about history—that in order to survive, you must be ruthless.  
 Pérez questions this quandary in The Decolonial Imaginary: Writing Chicanas into History 
(1999). In her conclusion, Pérez takes a moment to self-reflect about her own positionality to 
history:  
 
I, a tejana by cultural construction, have been trying all my life to forget the Alamo, but 
ironically, I chose history as my profession. As a historian, I cannot forget the Alamo; as 
a tejana, I am not allowed to forget the Alamo. It is imprinted upon my body, my 
memories, my childhood. But to hear the words “Forget the Alamo” from a Chicana is, 
for me, a freeing, a freedom from a history that nags me for re-vision. I’m anxious to 
move to another site of remembrance. I am anxious to remake and reclaim another 
story—stories of love, of compassion, of hope. (127) 
 
Pérez acknowledges the sometimes uncomfortable position and relationship one can have with 
history. Although identity is culturally constructed, history and the way one remembers and tells 
those stories can physically, mentally and emotionally change the way a person develops. Pérez 
confesses that her identities as a Tejana and a historian are in conflict because of the way she is 
both supposed to remember and forget the Alamo. To reconcile the conflict, or at least move to a 
new space to dialog, Pérez insists that she needs to reclaim her histories by making new stories 
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that center on love, compassion and hope. How can she rewrite her history and create these 
stories? If Pérez centers herself in a postmodern, third space feminist positionality, different 
truths are told: “My history of Chicanas, a feminist history, has been written inside a decolonial 
time lag, with a third space feminist critique, between what has been, what is, and what many of 
us hope will be. All at once we live the past, present, and future” (127). Time is fragmented and 
nonlinear. The past, present and future are simultaneously interacting with each other, thus 
creating the spaces for new histories and stories. By telling and sharing these new stories about 
the Alamo and one’s own subjectivity, the cycle of violence stops. 
 Pérez writes Forgetting the Alamo, or, Blood Memory as an example of how memory can 
change because of self-reflection and how history is not static, but transforms when stories are 
told in alternate spaces. Through her journey to a space of forgiveness, Micaela meets Eagle 
Mother, a Comanche tribe elder, who not only heals her physical wounds, but also the hidden 
spiritual wounds that are constantly getting worse because of her anger and hatred toward others. 
Eagle Mother explains the significance of blood and blood memory to Micaela to help her 
understand that history is not only what others say, but the very blood and physical being of 
one’s body. She speaks to Micaela about colonization:  
 
“It is true that blood preserves memory and carries our knowledge through blood vessels 
from heads to hands and legs and the knowing is passed down to the next generation. But 
it is not so easy. We are coming to a time when that memory will be robbed and replaced 
with conquerors’ ways and our children’s children will be told that their blood memory is 
weak and that they must learn the ways of white men who have forgotten their own 
wisdom. They will convince our children that blood memory must fade. From envy. 
These kind of men want all that is here on this earth. They do not know we are here to 
share earth’s gifts.” (165) 
 
Eagle Mother warns Micaela that even though blood memory seems simple enough, it is memory 
and knowledge carried in our very bodies, minds and hearts, which we pass on to the next 
generation through stories and which can easily be stolen by another history—the one told by the 
conquerors. If the conquerors’ stories are written down, they become “heroes’ stories” and will 
be remembered as the truth. Oral stories that were previously passed down will fade. In schools, 
one truth is taught through the textbooks. This hegemonic truth dominates society and silences 
other peoples’ stories. Thus, the violence of wiping out blood memory is twofold: it conquers not 
only a people and their stories, but their very lands as well.  
 As a result of colonialism, the U.S. current economic and social structure, based on 
capitalism, continues to privilege certain individuals while keeping others downtrodden and 
poor. The goal of capitalism is industry and growth—to make as much money as possible. The 
mentality of “pulling yourself up by the bootstraps” is created by capitalism. The myth that if 
you work hard enough you can make it, fails to deconstruct the systematic structures of power 
that prevent certain individuals from ever reaching such lofty achievements. Micaela herself is 
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hindered by her gender and sexuality. She is a lesbian woman in 1836, and so she hides both her 
gender and sexuality by dressing up as her Uncle Lorenzo. In order to survive, she enacts 
heterosexual norms. In this neocolonial era, the goal is to “witness a bifurcation toward a new 
historical system … a bifurcation toward the end not only of U.S. hegemony but also of the 
present historical system” (Grosfoguel et al. 3). This bifurcation is very significant because it 
asks individuals to end U.S. hegemonic powers and dismantle the current historical system that 
allows the cycles of violence to continue. A new historical system would allow for different 
understandings of memory, time and storytelling. It would create avenues to undermine the 
current social structure and discover new ways of thinking rather than the traditional binaries, 
such as seeing one group of people as “good” and the other as “evil.” It is a matter of personal 
transformation, learning to think outside dominant norms, to envision a world and a future filled 
with hope and love, not solely a world of despair and greed. 
 Micaela’s personal transformation involves finding a new way of viewing her own history, 
especially as it relates to her cousin, Jedidiah. She blames him for much of what happens to her. 
Initially, she does not want to find a new way to view their complicated history:  
 
Trusting family when deceit is in their blood is as complicated as not trusting them 
because their blood is in your own … I was so sure about it that the reality of it became 
fresh on my skin and malice seeped up from my certainty … The horror of war and a 
world manmade of war caused me to hate everyone and everything. I was so gripped by 
hate that only whiskey gave me reprieve. (Forgetting 67) 
 
In this instance, Micaela reflects on blood as an unfortunate tie to her deceitful and lying cousin. 
She is certain about her reality, about how Jedidiah’s gambling and cowardice at the battle of 
San Jacinto got her father killed. She is certain about war. It makes her angry and, in her anger, 
she seeks revenge. The only way to numb her hatred is to drink whiskey. Micaela needs to find a 
way to transform herself through her blood memory and develop a type of theory in the flesh. 
Cherríe Moraga explains that, “a theory in the flesh means one where the physical realities of our 
lives—our skin color, the land or concrete we grew up on, our sexual longings—all fuse to create 
a politic born out of necessity” (21). The physical realities that Micaela experiences need to be 
acknowledged. Her story needs to be heard, hence, the novel Forgetting the Alamo, or, Blood 
Memory and Micaela’s confessional tone. Yet, what is most important is that her story creates a 
new politic that is born out of necessity. The way the battle of the Alamo, and later skirmishes, 
are taught as history should not be the only manner to understand this time period. Hence, 
Micaela is asked to not only forget some of her memories about her cousin, but to also forget the 
Alamo in order to transform it into a site of remembrance.  
 Pérez’s novel reflects her theoretical ideas by eloquently creating a new history about the 
battle of the Alamo. She confesses how important it is to have new stories about history in order 
to disrupt misinterpretations in the continuum of the past, present and future, enacting a 
postmodern space about time, history and memory. Pérez comments: 
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I am, however, caught in the time lag between the colonial and the postcolonial, in a 
decolonial imaginary reinscribing the old with the new … All at once we live the past, 
present, and future. History itself has encoded upon it a tool for a liberatory 
consciousness … We can no longer resort to simple binaries that determine enemies or 
friends according to their color, class status, gender, sexualities, and any other differences 
that become our historical bodies. (Decolonial Imaginary 127) 
 
Pérez’s theoretical approach is the decolonial time lag, which dismantles the hierarchical, 
historical structure by not following a linear approach to history. The past, present and future are 
no longer on a single, chronological line that moves from a beginning to an end. Instead, she 
reinscribes the old with the new. Suddenly, time and history are moving freely on a continuum. 
The past, present and future can occur simultaneously. History becomes a tool that can lead to a 
liberatory consciousness that undermines binaries. In this light, the historical body dismantles the 
hierarchies, and an individual can enact transformative change through this new avenue of 
consciousness.  
 Micaela has difficulty embracing her historical body. She is too caught up in the anger and 
violence that others have perpetuated upon her. She does not see that she also participates in the 
cycles of violence through her hatred. She desperately seeks a space of forgiveness and love, but 
she does not feel that such a space exists. When she meets Clara, her friend and eventual lover, 
she desperately seeks an alternate life path: “With Clara at my side, I strived to forget what I had 
witnessed and what I had become-a loner and a killer who was in love but doubted the possibility 
of a forgiving love” (Forgetting 118). Micaela relies on the comfort and love of others to give 
her hope for the type of future she yearns for. Her own disbelief prevents her from finding this 
type of history and reality sooner because she cannot resist the even stronger yearning for 
revenge. Numerous characters tell her to let go and move on to a new transformative space: 
 
“Child, if she ain’t dead, she ain’t gone.” He looked me straight on. “You got yourself all 
turned around, don’t you? Looking for murdering men who will kill you and not looking 
for the one thing that could make you forget all this. All ’cause you’re too proud. 
Revenge is pride and that’s what you got right now. Vengeful pride. All that amounts to 
is more death. Don’t need that. Nope. Don’t need that. You got to go home. That’s all 
there is to it. Find that sweetheart of yours and go on home.” (105) 
 
Even Lucius, a man she briefly befriends while resting in a barn, has the insight to tell Micaela 
that she is on a fool’s errand. She needs to let go of her anger and pain. She needs to forget and 
embrace the woman she loves, Clara, in order to enter a new space of consciousness. Revenge is 
just another word for pride, and pride has never changed the world for better. Lucius urges her to 
find her sweetheart and go home, but the advice falls on deaf ears. Micaela has been lying to 
herself for too long to change her path now. After all, if Micaela cannot be honest to herself, why 
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would she be honest to a stranger: “I wasn’t ready to confess my life to someone I’d only just 
met” (103). In fact, the entire novel is strewn with words like “truth,” “confess” and “admit,” 
words that are intertwined with Micaela’s personal journey of memory, history, knowledge and 
forgiveness. It almost seems that it is only through the narrative, the seeking and journeying for 
the truth, that Micaela can truly find the decolonial imaginary where a new history of love, hope 
and remembrance exists.  
 Through her travels in the novel, Micaela opens herself to different approaches of knowledge 
production, which eventually allow her to access multiple truths that tie her together with others 
rather than a single, universal truth that unites some at the cost of isolating many others. Micaela 
lets go of an entitled individual, a selfish “me” that is concerned only with “my” narrow bubble 
of existence, blissfully unaware or completely ignorant of the complications and problems of 
others. Michel Foucault explains, “that for the subject to have right of access to the truth [she] 
must be changed, transformed, shifted, and become, to some extent and up to a certain point, 
other than herself … it follows that from this point of view there can be no truth without a 
conversion or a transformation of the subject” (Hermeneutics 15). How do we transform 
ourselves, our very subjects? Foucault asserts that philosophy (knowledge) and spirituality are 
the key ingredients. The subject must first have the desire and the passion to seek knowledge and 
truth. Once this condition is established, the subject must seek a path of spirituality, which does 
not necessarily translate to religious practices. Foucault describes spirituality as “a movement 
that removes the subject from [her] current status and condition (either an ascending movement 
of the subject [herself], or else a movement by which the truth comes to [her] and enlightens 
[her]) … [a] movement, in either of its directions, … of erōs (love)” (Hermeneutics 15-16). 
Thus, spirituality translates to love—the very love that Micaela unknowingly seeks during her 
journey of revenge and justice, a love that is given freely from all the people in her life, and even 
unexpectedly, from the least desired people, such as her cousin Jedidiah. The beauty of love lies 
in its power to forgive those who trespass against us while continually opening arms to the 
“other.” Love is the courage to disrobe oneself, expose your heart and soul to another who might 
reject the emotional gifts. Even if this does happen, love is about having the courage to forgive 
and try again to open to others. 
 Judith Butler describes this phenomenon of exposing oneself to the “other” in her book 
Giving an Account of Oneself (2005). This idea of understanding our self in relation to the other 
is tied up in questions of ethics, morality, love and forgiveness—all concepts that encompass 
one’s ability to tell a narrative about oneself through a third space or decolonial time lag as Pérez 
theorizes. Butler describes the space that the “I” occupies as follows: “When the ‘I’ seeks to give 
an account of itself, it can start with itself, but it will find that this self is already implicated in a 
social temporality that exceeds its own capacities for narration …. The reason for this is that the 
‘I’ has no story of its own that is not also the story of a relation—or set of relations—to a set of 
norms” (7-8). This relates to Pérez’ own call to exceed one’s sense of self outside a series of 
events, in Micaela’s case the Battle of San Jacinto and the Battle of the Alamo. Butler continues 
to explore this relationship of the “I” with social norms as she gives an account of oneself versus 
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ourselves, we provide it in terms of what society has deemed a social norm, the rights or wrongs 
of the community that we live in, such as the rights and wrongs of those involved in historical 
battles. When we detour from these norms, we are often expected to give an account of our 
reasoning behind these deviations in order to remain morally and ethically accountable to others 
that comprise our society. So, in any account, there is not only an “I,” but a “you,” or the “other:” 
As Butler comments, “I begin my story of myself only in the face of a ‘you’ who asks me to give 
an account. Only in the face of such a query or attribution from an other—‘Was it you?’—do any 
of us start to narrate ourselves” (11). Thus, from our very beginnings, we are connected to others 
outside our own sense of self, whether we consciously understand this or not. Even Micaela’s 
story is an account of her actions, perhaps told to her own children, Clara’s twins. Through these 
connections, we can build agencies of hope, truth and knowledge. However, it is very important 
to highlight that these spaces are spaces of collectivity, not individualized notions of entitlement. 
Once we shed this thoroughly capitalist and selfish notion of an individual who earns the right to 
live at the expense of others, we can create a new bifurcation in the world that we inhabit. For 
some, it is a sacrifice that is not easily made, or as apparent as is Micaela’s account in Forgetting 
the Alamo, or, Blood Memory. 
 The reason that this sacrifice is not easily made is because of the resilience of the “coloniality 
of power,” as stressed by Ramón Grosfoguel, Nelson Maldonado-Torres and José David 
Saldívar. What does it mean to have a colonial legacy in a highly technological and “civilized” 
modern society? This coloniality of power is often experienced by outsiders, those that do not 
adhere to society’s norms: “Migrants do not arrive to an empty or neutral space. Rather, migrants 
arrive to metropolitan spaces that are already ‘polluted’ by a colonial history, a colonial 
imaginary, colonial knowledges, a racial/ethnic hierarchy linked to a history of empire” 
(Grosfoguel et al. 8). This is not a history that is limited to the past. It affects us in the present, 
and it continually defines what our futures will hold. In Forgetting the Alamo, or, Blood 
Memory, one of the characters, Oscar who is an Anglo dealer at a poker game, describes an 
instance of the coloniality of power in a very concrete manner, in a way for readers to ground 
their knowledge in the past, present and future of the United States: “Things are about to change. 
Not right away but it’s going to happen, boys. The lone star’s going to join up with the U.S. flag. 
Mark my words. Better get yourself some land. Steal it if you got to” (92-93). War, fighting, 
bloodshed—all to get resources that will make certain members of society rich, allowing the 
entitled to hold power over the other. These are not new concepts to our society; however, these 
types of activities will cause people to demand an account of one’s actions. Why did you steal 
that person’s land? Why did you kill her or him? Yet, can these questions only arise in the face 
of injustices—emotions of anger, hatred and fear? Can we move beyond this type of inquiry into 
a third space feminist realm where different questions are asked, questions that promote 
transformations of the soul that philosophy and spirituality imbue in a subject? 
 Micaela attempts to enter a different realm of inquiry when she comes face to face with her 
own cowardice. Throughout the entire novel, Micaela takes the high ground. She believes that 
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she is doing the right thing and, unlike her cousin, she would never act like a coward. She would 
never run away from an injustice. Yet, when she is faced with the unjust slaughter of the 
indigenous peoples, she does what Jedidiah did with her father: she runs away. Micaela cannot 
reconcile her actions to her belief system:  
 
I became my own accuser, judging that which I had not executed but convinced that I 
was as blameworthy as my cousin and although Jedidiah Jones had pulled the trigger, as 
his witness I believed I was as accountable. Nothing could hinder my crazed point of 
view and I did the only thing I knew to do and that was drift from town to town, drinking 
more whiskey than I should and hoping something or someone would finally bring me 
back to life because I was numb. (99) 
 
Micaela’s morality would not let her watch the slaughter of innocent people without holding 
herself accountable for what occurred. She could not justify her actions or forgive herself for 
what happened even though she did not pull the trigger that started the slaughter. As a witness to 
the slaughter, she is accountable for the atrocities as much as Jedidiah or any other man that was 
involved in the massacre. Micaela lost the one thing that was helping her get through the 
hardships: her unwavering high moral ground. The worst emotion anyone can feel is apathy, 
which, in Micaela’s case, translates into numbness. Her apathy causes her to cease caring about 
what happens to herself or even the people she loves, like Clara. Micaela cannot hold herself 
accountable for the atrocities that happened at the different battles, and she surely cannot 
imagine how this fighting will change the Lone Star state as Oscar the card dealer implies. Thus, 
she does not have to consider the future because it is not directly affecting her at this moment in 
time. This same type of mindset prevents people from building coalitions and collaborations with 
each other—that is not my problem; it is that community’s problem. This is the type of 
selfishness that capitalism can breed within a society and, mistakenly, this action is accepted as 
normal. Through her acceptance of apathy, Micaela fails to question the norm and seeks a new 
truth that is more equal and just for everyone rather than just the lucky few. Without her 
morality, Micaela wanders aimlessly and numb hoping beyond hope that someone will bring her 
back to life.   
 What causes Micaela to give an account of herself? Was it simply witnessing the massacre of 
the Indians and feeling helpless to stop it? Or, was it some other event that served as a catalyst to 
prompt her transformation? At the end of the novel, Micaela reflects on her journey as if she is 
reflecting on the same questions: 
 
“What I’ve learned is that my journey to make things right put me behind these bars. 
There’s no justice, Clara. That’s what I’ve learned. I killed men thinking the killing of 
them would make me feel better but I don’t. All I feel is empty inside. Things I’ve seen I 
don’t want to remember and I sure don’t want to repeat the reality of them, not to anyone 
and sure as hell not to myself. I caused deaths too. Of my loved ones. I’m responsible 
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’cause I wasn’t there or ’cause I was there. Either way, I caused those deaths, Clara. Me. 
Now you sure you want me touching this baby? ’Cause that might jinx it and you don’t 
want it getting jinxed too, do you?” I cried and rubbed her belly. (192-93) 
 
Micaela thought that her journey to seek justice would make things right in her world. The 
people who harmed her would be punished, and she would learn to heal and move on. Yet, she 
finds herself arrested, behind bars for her crimes. Micaela killed men that wronged her, and she 
thought that would make her feel better. It did not. It only made things worse, made her not want 
to forget her acts of violence. Micaela blames herself for the deaths of her beloved family 
members because she was not there. Can she ask forgiveness for her trespasses after all that she 
has been through? Can she be part of the new babies’ lives without bringing her dark deeds with 
her? At the end of the novel, Micaela seeks absolution and a new beginning from the web of the 
historical past that she was caught in. Clara and her twins provide the disruption that allows for 
love and forgiveness to take hold in Micaela’s life. 
 Although one could argue from various vantage points what life event led to Micaela’s 
revival, the fact of the matter is that she was compelled to give an account of herself through the 
telling of the novel. The confession allows her to disavow the dominant norms that are unethical 
and lacking morality. Butler reflects on the interlocutory moment regarding Friedrich 
Nietzsche’s philosophical viewpoint: “His view of life, however, assumes that aggression is 
more primary than generosity and that concerns for justice emerge from a revenge ethic. He fails 
to consider the interlocutory scene in which one is asked what one has done, or a situation in 
which one tries to make plain, to one who is waiting to know, what one has done, and for what 
reason” (13-14). This interlocutory moment is enacted not by hatred, revenge or fear, but instead 
is driven by the desire to know the other’s point of view, a constant quest for understanding, 
knowledge and truth. This space stems from the desire to connect with the other on a deeper 
level, to give a better account of ourselves with the help of others in our lives. In fact, Butler’s 
interlocutory moment has an uncanny similarity to Gloria Anzaldúa’s notion of la facultad. 
According to Anzaldúa: 
 
[La facultad] is anything that breaks into one’s everyday mode of perception, that causes 
a break in one’s defenses and resistance, anything that takes one from one’s habitual 
grounding, causes the depths to open up, causes a shift in perception. This shift in 
perception deepens the way we see concrete objects and people; the senses become so 
acute and piercing that we can see through things, view events in depth, a piercing that 
reaches the underworld (the realm of the soul). As we plunge vertically, the break, with 
its accompanying new seeing, makes us pay attention to the soul, and we are thus carried 
into awareness—an experiencing of soul (Self). (61) 
 
Micaela’s entire journey, her story that she tells the reader, is an example of la facultad. Her 
everyday mode of perception is changed by the events that happen to her, by gender bending and 
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dressing as a man, by finally embracing her sexuality to have a relationship with another woman. 
There is perhaps too much shifting and ungrounding for Micaela to handle all on her own as she 
takes a plunge into the darkness of humanity. 
 Even in the face of injustice, as Micaela starts her story on the heels of aggression, by the end 
of the novel she is given a choice to extract the ultimate punishment, the revenge she has been 
seeking. Yet, when the opportunity arises, she does not claim the final blow:  
 
I did want to kill again. To have my revenge. I went back to the farm once and I held a 
knife to Walker’s neck and just when I was about to slice clean through, I stopped. I 
stopped when Walker made his confession to me. “I’m the one drove a knife into your 
pappy,” he said, and right there, knowing he had nothing to lose by telling me, I stopped 
and I turned around without any fear in my heart and body ’cause I knew he had to live 
with himself for the rest of his days and I knew that by confessing to me, he thought he 
was free of his sin. But he wasn’t. He killed a man who loved him. Least I never 
committed such treachery. (Forgetting 205-06)  
 
In this scene, Walker confesses his ultimate treacherous act in the face of his potential death. The 
reason behind his confession seems to be a need for forgiveness, which is the only way to atone 
for his sins. Yet, Micaela will not offer him that reprieve. She will not forgive him because she 
knows his confession is insincere. Walker only confesses because he believes he will die no 
matter what he says. What more will he lose? His confession of the truth will haunt Micaela, 
especially because Rove and Jedidiah had nothing to do with her father’s death. In the end, his 
true punishment is to live with his crime, and Micaela, once again, finds her high moral ground 
because she has never committed an act of treachery. Finally, Micaela finds a way to break the 
cycle of violence and not condone the killing of other people, even those who are “evil.” She is 
able “to confess one more thing because this is a happy part and [she] believes we got to leave 
ourselves with a few happy measures of our lives” (206). Despite all the ups and downs in her 
travels, all the deaths and destruction, the raping and murdering of innocents, Micaela can end 
her narrative with a few happy measures of life. 
 Forgetting the Alamo, or, Blood Memory is more than just another historical novel. It is a 
postmodern, decolonial historical novel. It does not simply present facts fictionally, like others in 
this genre do. The novel becomes a space for author Pérez to explore her theoretical ideas about 
the decolonial imaginary, the time lag and third space feminism. The real strength of Forgetting 
the Alamo, or, Blood Memory lies in an explanation found in Pérez’s The Decolonial Imaginary: 
 
If we choose to enact the tool of history and call it third space feminist consciousness … 
then we begin to build another story, uncovering the untold to consciously remake the 
narrative. Third space feminism allows a look to the past through the present always 
already marked by the coming of that which is still left unsaid, unthought. Moreover, it is 
in the maneuvering through time to retool and remake subjectivities neglected and 
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ignored that third space feminism claims new histories, Chicana feminist histories that 
may one day—finally—“forget the Alamo. (127) 
 
Pérez’s novel is about finding a new space between the past and the present, a space where an 
untold narrative can be told and heard. It is about maneuvering through time and memory, 
through history in order to remake subjectivities, in this case female queer subjectivities, and to 
tell a story that has been silenced, ignored, or forgotten. Indeed, in the novel, agency is found 
through the retooling of history and the remaking of stories in order to find a more forgiving and 
loving past, present and future. 
 In the end, Micaela sums up how much she has transformed through retelling and confessing 
her story, consequently leaving the reader with some final thoughts about motherhood and 
fighting future injustices. She is not scared about the journey ahead because she is filled with an 
infinite love: 
 
I plan my journey to celebrate with the twins another year of their lives and I raise each 
child above me and my infinite love for them enters my body and I see the future. It’s a 
strange and satisfying thing, the power of future generations in one’s arms and I guess 
that’s part of the change inside me I’ve been trying to explain. That another war is 
coming doesn’t dishearten me as much as before because so long as men like Walker and 
the Colonel occupy our land, there will be more wars. Maybe the only justice we’ll ever 
know is in surviving to tell our own side of things. Maybe that’s enough for now. Telling 
our own stories so we won’t be forgotten. (Forgetting 206). 
 
Micaela finds hope for future generations, personified in Clara’s twins at the end of the novel. 
The children become a representation of a hopeful future that has the possibility of positive, 
transformative change for individuals and communities. Although the difficulties of life are ever 
present, and maybe sometimes increased because of the new responsibilities fostered on future 
generations to rectify the coloniality of power, there is hope and love to overcome the hardships. 
Micaela recognizes that men like Walker and the Colonel will always exist. You cannot 
necessarily wipe out “evil.” Instead, you find ways to navigate through these types of people. If 
men like Walker and the Colonel continue to abuse the land and its people, there will always be 
those who resist and fight battles and wars to end colonial corruption. Yet, there is justice, which 
is not found through these men’s death. The justice is found in survival and telling one’s story. 
True justice is done when you have someone hear your story, so you are not forgotten in the 
annals of history. As Butler reiterates:  
 
To be undone by another is a primary necessity, an anguish, to be sure, but also a 
chance—to be addressed, claimed, bound to what is not me, but also to be moved, to be 
prompted to act, to address myself elsewhere, and so to vacate the self-sufficient ‘I’ as a 
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kind of possession. If we speak and try to give an account from this place, we will not be 
irresponsible, or, if we are, we will surely be forgiven. (136) 
 
 Micaela is undone in her travels. She anguishes in pain. Men claim her, bind her body, and 
act upon her without consent. At the same time, she resists. Micaela is not a victim of life’s 
circumstances. She is a doer, she acts. She addresses herself to others and gives an account of her 
actions. She claims possession of her identity, her “I.” Thus, despite all the acts of violence she 
inflicts on others, she receives forgiveness from those she transgresses. Even though her actions 
are irresponsible, and some would argue unforgivable, she receives a second chance from Clara 
to find peace and happiness within a family community. Through love and forgiveness, Micaela 
transcends space and time, and creates an alternate history where she can simultaneously forget 
as well as remember. By the end of the novel, Micaela finally breaks the cycles of violence and 
moves into a feminist third space, a transformative site, a place where a new consciousness and 
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